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Roof and Wall Panel Systems
Features and Benefits:
- Attractive, versatile, maintenance-free roofing and 		
wall cladding options that are 100% recyclable and 		
able to last a lifetime
- The potential for significant cost-savings over time 		
in comparison to other roof systems due to improved
durability and lower material, installation and
insurance costs
- Lightning-resistant; no warping, cracking, or peeling
- Non-porous Galvalume steel prevents unnecessary 		
weight on the roof caused by water absorption
- Custom made-to-order fabrication allows for
continuous long-length panels from ridge to eave
- A variety of colours and finishes enables beautiful 		
and affordable design alternatives for any application
Standing Seam Roofing Systems
- 26ga, 24ga, or 22ga roll-formed panel systems offer 		
a sleek, durable solution to tough Canadian winters
- The interlocking seam and concealed fastener 		
system is engineered to prevent leaking and damage
caused by ice-damming, a common issue with other 		
roofing systems

- Three panel types use different installation techniques
to ensure that the best and most economical panel
is available
- Available in a wide variety of colours and finishes
- Produced to 12” or 20” coverage and custom lengths
– coil stock is rolled out and slit in-house to produce 		
custom panel widths and colours when required
Exposed Fastener Roofing and Wall Systems
- Light-gauge roll-formed panel systems are durable 		
and affordable
- Easy to install screw-through panels can be used for 		
both roof and wall cladding
- Most panel designs offer 36” coverage and are run to
custom lengths
Concealed Fastener Wall Systems
- 26ga, 24ga, or 22ga roll-formed flush panel systems 		
offer clean, sophisticated options for commercial, 		
architectural and industrial applications
- An interlocking design with concealed fasteners
allows for fast and economical installation
- Available in a wide variety of colours, finishes and 		
matching trim

Flawless from Fabrication to Finish

